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[ 5 7] ABSTRACT 

A web dryer structure for thermal removal of moisture 
from a traveling web such as a web of paper coming 
from the press section of a paper making machine in 
cluding a row of upper dryer drums and a row of lower 
dryer drums with the drums positioned to carry the web 
in a sinuous path successively between the upper and 
lower drums and the web wrapping the upper and lower 
surfaces of the drums respectively with upper and 
lower looped felts wrapping the web on the upper and 
lower surfaces of the drums with the felt guided by 
guide rolls which are shifted laterally of the spaces be 
tween the drums a distance in the direction of web 
movement so that the pockets formed between the felts 
and the drums are pressurized due to the induced ?ow 
of air by the traveling felts and the guide rolls pumping 
air through the felts. 

11 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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WEB DRYER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to improvements in dryer drum 
structures for drying a traveling web and more particu 
larly to a structure which is used for thermally drying 
a web suchas a continuous run of paper which is re 
ceived at high speed from the press section of a paper 
making machine. 
More particularly, the invention relates to the partic 

ular arrangement and guidance of the felts for support 
ing theweb on the drum so that the web is supported 
at all locations of its travel and air pressure is induced 
in‘ the pockets between the web and the drum so that 
the paper machine can operate at very high speeds ' 
without ?utter of the Web. 

In the dryer section of a thermal dryer, such as for a 
paper machine, the moisture bearing web is received 
from the press section of the machine and is directed 
along a serpentine path in wrapped relation with a plu 
rality of steam heated dryer drums. These drums are 
usually arranged in upper and lower rows with the 
drums staggered so that the paper web can pass back 
and forth and wrap the upper and lower drums with the 
moisture evaporating from the web as it is heated while 
in contact with the drum. To aid in the heat transfer 
from the drum to the web and to support the web on 
the drum, upper and lower looped felts are provided 
which wrap over the outer surface of the web while on 
the drum surface. Arrangements have been made for 
guiding the felts in their travel between the drums and 
efforts have been made to utilize such guides to in 
crease the drying action on the felts. 
However, in relatively high speed paper making ma 

chines, disadvantages have been encountered in that 
the unsupported web in its travel between the felts will 
flutter. To attempt to run the dryer section of the ma 
chine at a slower speed to avoid such ?utter will, of 
course, require slowing down the entire machine. Fur 
ther disadvantage has been encountered in that with 
improvements in other sections of paper making ma 
chine, the effectiveness and efficiency of the dryer sec 
tion has not kept up in certain instances so that addi 
tionally large or long dryer section have to be provided 
to accomodate increases in capacity of the other sec 
tion of the machine. Speed and space limitations have 
made the drying section a limiting factor in the paper 
machine capacity and its speed in certain structural de 
signs. In an attempt to avoid flutter at high speeds of 
3,000 feet per minute and over, attempts have been 
made to stretch the paper web, but this does not elimi 
nate ?utter and tends to break the traveling web. Natu 
ral flutter is caused by air pressure buildup from air 
traveling with the web and felts at high web travel 
speeds and difficulty in controlling the web even when 
supported by the felt over felt turns has been encoun 
tered. ’ 

lt isaccordingly a feature of the present invention to 
eliminate the disadvantages of structures heretofore 
available by providing an arrangement wherein the web 
is in contact with or in close running relation to the sup 
porting felt at all locations. of its travel between upper 
and lower tiers of dryer drums. 
Another feature of the invention is to, provide felt 

support rolls in a positioned arrangement so that an in 
duced buildup of air in the pockets between the felts 
and supporting rollers is avoided. 
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2 
Other efforts to control the problems which have 

been encountered in structures heretofore available 
have been numerous and these have including position 
ing the drums very close together so as to shorten the 
sheet draw between dryers. This proves disadvanta 
geous because of the difficulties in sheet threading and 
problems with the felts. Efforts to ventilate the pockets 
between the felts or to break up the air layers carried 
on the felts to prevent flutter have also been found to 
have difficulties at high rates of speed. ' 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to 
provide a machine which has a thermal dryer section 
which is capable of handling traveling webs at a high 
rate of speed such as from 3,000 to 4,000 feet per min 
ute or more. 

Another object is to provide a dryer wherein separate 
felt dryers are not needed. Further objects of the inven 
tion are to provide a thermal dryer embodying heated 
dryer drums wherein a web passing over the drums is 
supported at all locations of its travel by supporting 
belts and wherein an induced flow of air is created 
through the belts and the pockets to avoid web ?utter 
causing air flows'from the pockets. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide an 

improved structure for a dryer section of a paper mak 
ing machine utilizing upper and lower dryer drums 
which permits the possibility of reconstruction of exist 
ing dryer sections without extensive relocation of parts 
and without relocating the dryer drums and with a 
minimum of reconstruction. 
Other objects, advantages and features will become 

more apparent including the equivalent structures and 
method from the teaching of the principles of the in 
vention in connection with the disclosure of the pre 
ferred embodiments in the specification, claims and 
drawings in’ which: 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The single drawing of the application is a somewhat 
schematic end view illustrating the position, structure 
and operation of a mechanism in accordance with the 
principles of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

A traveling web W is received from the left end of the 
drawing traveling to the right and the web may be a 
traveling paper web received from the last press section 
of a paper making machine. The web is carried by 
looped belts 20 and 21, which are of cotton, plastic or 
other material sufficiently porous to permit the escape 
of steam and the ?ow of air therethrough and which 
will be referred to hereinafter as felts. The web is re 
ceived on a traveling lower felt 21. A similar upper felt 
20 is led onto the lower felt with the web therebetween. 
The lower felt is trained over a guide roller 23 and the 
upper felt over a guide roller 35. 
The web is led by the felts through the dryer drums 

which are arranged in an upper row formed by the 
drums 12, 13, 14 and 15 and a lower row 16, 17 and 
18 with the dryer drum being of the conventional steam 
heated type and being laterally offset from each other. 
The upper felt wraps the web over the upper surfaces 

of the upper drums and the lower felt wraps the web 
over the lower surfaces of the lower drums. 
The upper felt 20 is guided between the upper rolls 

by a series of felt guide rolls 26, 27 and 28. Similarly. 
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the lower felt 21 is guided between the lower dryer 
drums by a series of guide rolls 24 and 25. The looped 
felts have adequate guiding and tensioning rolls which 
are omitted from the drawing for the sake of clarity. 
The felts also may be provided with felt cleaners and 
felt dryers. 
As will be seen from the drawing, the guide rolls 26, 

27 and 28 are positioned between respective pairs of 
lower dryer drums. Similarly, the felt guide rolls 24 and 
25 are positioned between respective pairs of upper 
dryer drums. 
The felt guide rolls are also arranged so that the guide 

rolls for the lower felts are positioned higher than the 
guide rolls for the upper felts. In the arrangement 
shown, considering the drum 12 to be the ?rst upper 
drum and 13 the second upper drum, the ?rst guide roll 
26 is positioned below the second upper drum 13. Con 
sidering 16 to be the ?rst lower dryer drum and 17 to 
be the second lower dryer drum, the ?rst guide roll 24 
is positioned above the second dryer drum 17. 
As shown in the drawing, the web W travels over the 

first upper dryer drum 12 supported on the lower felt 
21 and is guided to wrap the ?rst lower dryer drum 16. 
A heated dryer means 34 is positioned outside of the 
belt above the upper drum 12. The web then travels up 
wardly in a run 21a of the lower felt to where it is trans 
ferred to the upper felt 20 at the location of the felt 
guide roll 26. Air moving with the web W on the felt 
run portion 21a is forced into the triangular space indi 
cated at A and builds up between the felt and web as 
they wrap the felt roll 26. The geometrical relationship 
between the felt and felt roll 26 indicated at B com 
bined with the direction of travel and rotation of the 
felt and roll 26, respectively, is such that a subatmo 
spheric condition will be created at B which will draw 
the air trapped between the felt and web through the 
felt into the space E thus avoiding any tendency of the 
web to ?utter in its travel along the span indicated at 
20a. Similarly, air moving with the web W on the felt 
run portion 20b is forced into the triangular space C 
and builds up between the felt and web as they wrap the 
felt roll 24. The subatmospheric condition created at D 
will draw the air trapped between the felt and web 
through the felt into the space D thus avoiding web ?ut 
ter. This process is repeated at felt rolls 27, 25 and 28 
thus providing for a stable and controlled web run 
through the dryer section. 
Additionally, air ?owing with the lower surface of the 

lower felt in its run 21a will induce an upward flow of 
air to pressurize the space 36 thereby causing a ?ow of 
air through the felt into the pocket 30 as indicated by 
the arrows. This ?ow of air aids in the transfer of the 
web from the lower felt run 21a to the upper felt 20a 
at the guide roll 26 so that the web will travel upwardly 
following the upper felt in its run 200. The pressure in 
the pocket 30 will support the web on the felt run 20a 
and the ?ow of air thorugh the felt in the upper portion 
of the felt run 21a tends to dry the felts. Moisture laden 
air is removed from the pockets 30, 31, 32 and 33 at 
the front and rear end portions thereof. The airflow 
pattern through the felt into the pockets is repeated at 
32, 31 and 33 and through successive pockets not 
shown. 
To further aid in the removal of air from the critical 

areas A,B,C and D the felt rolls 26, 27, 28, 24 and 25, 
as shown at 25, may be in the form of suction felt rolls 
comprising a perforate shell and an interior suction 
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4 
gland positionable for optimum air removal. Another 
solution to the problem of web flutter at high paper 
making speeds has been presented in the co-pending 
application for patent Ser. No. 209205 of Elmer C. 
Crist ?led concurrently herewith and the present inven 
tion is a speci?c improved form of the structure dis 
closed therein. . 

As will be observed with reference to FIG. 3 of the 
aforementioned application for patent by Elmer E. 
Crist, Ser. No. 209,205, the air carried on the felt run 
100 is forced into the triangular space de?ned by the 
felt run portion 10c and feltroll 19a. The air is forced 
through the felt and is trapped by the web W causing 
it to bulge and form a bubble causing causing a poten 
tially unstable condition. ' I ‘ 

In the arrangement of the present invention air car 
ried on the web span 21a is forced into the triangular 
space de?ned by the web run portion 21a and roll 26. 
On the off-running side of the roll 26 a vacuum is cre 
ated which sucks the air through the felt from the un 
derside of the web. No air bubbles are formed around 
the roll 26 and the web remains in a stable condition. 

Similarily air carried on the feltrum portion 21a is 
carried into the pocket 36 and forced into the pocket 
30 through the felt as indicated by the arrows thus pre 
venting air buildup around the roll 24. 
As will be observed, the web has been supported at 

all locations of its travel and there are no unsupported 
draws where flutter or uncontrollability can occur. 
Also, the guide rolls are so positioned so that the in 

duced flow of air not only aids in transferring of the 
web, but aids in drying of the felts. At high speeds, this 
induced flow of air is signi?cant, and the conduits at 
the ends of the pockets can control the ?ow of air so 
that the pockets are slightly pressurized to aid in sup 
porting the web on the felt after it has been transferred 
or they may induce an increased ?ow of air through the 
felt. - 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A web dryer for the thermal removal of moisture 

from a traveling web comprising in combination, 
a plurality of rotatably mounted upper dryer drums 
adapted to be heated to carry a web and evaporate 
moisture therefrom, 

a plurality of rotatably mounted lower dryer drums 
adapted to be heated to carry the web and evapo 
rate moisture thereform, 
said drums positioned to carry the web in a sinuous 
path passing successively between the upper and 
lower drums with the web wrapping their upper 
and lower surfaces respectively, 

upper and lower looped belts formed of a pervious 
material accommodating the escape of water vapor 
from the web and wrapping the web on the upper 
and lower surfaces of the upper and lower drums 
respectively, 

upper and lower belt guide rolls for the upper and 
lower belts respectively with one guide roll be 
tween each pair of adjacent drums for the upper 
drums and for the lower drums, 
said lower belt guide rolls positioned to carry the 
portion of the lower belt between adjacent lower 
drums into the spaces between said lower drums, 

said upper belt guide rolls positioned to carry the 
portions of the upper belt between adjacent 
upper drums into the spaces between said upper 
drumsI 
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and said guide rolls positioned laterally of said 
spaces in the direction of web travel and located 
to carry each of the belts to receive the web di 
rectly from the other belt as the web travels be 
tween the upper and lower dryer drums so that 
the web is supported for its travel between the 
lower and upper drums and so that the web wraps 
a greater surface area of the drum on the onrun 
ning side than on the offrunning side and air lay 
ers building up between the web and the guide 
rolls are dissipated on the offrunning side of the 
guide rolls. 

2. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor 
dance with claim 1 wherein a ?ow of air is induced 
through the belts into the pockets between the lower 
belt and the upper drums and between the upper belt 
and the'lower drums for aiding in transfer of the web 
and drying of the belts‘. 

3. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor 
dance with claim 1 wherein lead guide means is pro 
vided so that the upper belt travels in an upward. path 
to the ?rst upper drum and the ?rst lower guide roll 
carries the lower belt to position the web in engage 
ment with the upper belt as the web travels from the 
?rst lower to the second upper drum. 

4. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
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moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor- - 
dance with claim 2 wherein the air ?ows axially out 
wardly from the ends of said pockets. 

5. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor 
dance with claim 1 and including a lead guide for the 
upper belt directing it in a path onto the ?rst upper 
drum with the lower belt then passing down over the 
?rst lower drum. 

6. A web processing device for contioning a traveling 
web constructed in accordance with claim 1 wherein 
the guide rolls comprise a perforate shell and'a suction 
gland in said shell. 

7. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web comprising in combina 
tion: 
a plurality of rotatably mounted upper dryer drums 
adapted to be heated and carry a web and evapo 

» rate moisture therefrom, 
a plurality of rotatably mounted lower dryer drums 
adapted to be heated to carry the web and evapo 
rate moisture therefrom, 
said drums positioned to carry the web in a sinuous 
path passing successively between the upper and 
lower drums with the web wrapping their upper 
and lower surfaces respectively, 

upper and lower looped belts formed of a pervious 
_ material accommodating the escape of water vapor 
from the web and wrapping the web on the upper 
and lower surfaces of the upper and lower drums 
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6 
respectively, - 

and upper and lower belt guide rolls positioned re 
spectively between adjacent upper and lower 
drums training said belts between the upper and 
lower drums and positioned so that the web is in 
close running relation to the belts to be controlled 
by a belt in all positions of its travel between the 
upper and lower drums, 

said guide rolls positioned so that the upper and 
lower belts wrap a greater arc of the upper and 
lower drums respectively on the onrunning side 
than on the offrunning side. 

8. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor 
dance with claim 7 wherein a ?ow of air is induced in 
the open spaces between the lower felt and upper 
drums and upper felt and lower drums. 

9. A web dryer structure for the thermal removal of 
moisture from a traveling web constructed in accor 
dance with claim 7 and including a heated dryer means 
positioned outside of the belt on the ?rst upper dryer 
drum. 

10. A web processing device for conditioning a trav 
eling web comprising in combination, 
an upper drum adapted to carry a web, 
a lower drum adapted to carry a web, 

said web wrapping the upper and lower surfaces of 
the upper and lower drums respectively, 

upper and lower belts wrapping the web drums, 
upper and lower belt guide rolls for the upper and 
lower belts respectively, with one guide roll be 
tween each pair of adjacent drums for the upper 
drums and for the lower drums, 
said guide rolls positioned to guide the portions of 
the upper and lower belts between adjacent pairs 
of drums toward each other into close running 
relationship between the drums so that the web 
is controlled for its entire travel between the 
upper and lower drums, 

said belts de?ning runs for the web between upper 
and lower drums with one belt de?ning one por 
tion of the run and the other belt de?ning an 
other portion of the run with said portions being 
at an angle to each other, 

said guide rolls positioned so that as the web is car 
ried in the ?rst portion of its run it is turned into 
the second portion of its run at an angle in the di 
rection of the supporting belt so that an air layer 
carried on the belt tends to be removed by the 
pumping action of the offrunning side of the 
guide roll. 

11. A web processing device for conditioning a trav 
eling web constructed in accordance with claim 10 
wherein the guide rolls are positioned so that the web 
wraps a greater angle of the drum on the onrunning 
side than on the offrunning side. 

* * Ir 4: * 


